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Lonely Titan Productions. Paperback. Condition: New. 358 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.9in.Eric is a regular teenager. His existence is filled with drinking, apathy and awkwardness. One
fateful night his life is inexorably altered as he accidentally tumbles through a hole in space-time
only to emerge into a fantastical world beyond his wildest imaginings. Suddenly Eric finds himself in
the company of an eccentric Goblin while being hunted by scheming corporations, insane assassins,
ravenous demons and dangerous mutations. Meanwhile within the towering confines of Tirileth city,
known by locals as The Tier, the mercenary Xanshudan tackles daring missions with the help of his
team of diverse professionals. Hired to protect this gangling teen, Xan and his team quickly find that
there is much more to Eric than they first thought. Now Xan and his gang of unlikely heroes must
race against time in a desperate attempt to search for the answers that will unravel the mysteries of
Erics fate and hopefully lead him back home before its too late. The Tier is set within the world of
Errant realms. A discordant futuristic place dotted with fantastical mega-cities seething with diverse
and enigmatic beings, road-warrior brigands, powerful magics, volatile deities,...
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This pdf will never be straightforward to get going on studying but quite enjoyable to read through. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a
really worth studying. You are going to like the way the blogger publish this publication.
-- Mr s. Ada h Sa wa yn-- Mr s. Ada h Sa wa yn

An extremely awesome pdf with lucid and perfect reasons. I was able to comprehended everything using this published e pdf. You can expect to like how
the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Miss Peg g ie Sa nfor d I-- Miss Peg g ie Sa nfor d I
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